
 
 

JOE CORTI 

 

London-based producer and DJ Joe Corti has been dedicated to his craft from a 
young age, making his dance floor debut after sneaking into London club EGG 
underage to play a set. Influenced by old soul records and hip-hop production, 
Corti makes feel-good house music that repurposes classic samples into an 
excitingly modern context.  

 

Corti burst on to London’s dance music scene with a bang in 2018, embarking on a 
tour of the states and releasing three pieces of hedonistic dancefloor indulgence. 
January saw the release of ‘From London With Love’, a transatlantic volley of deep 
disco and sample-heavy house that marked the producer’s vinyl debut, coming 
out on Washington imprint Better Listen Records. In February, the producer 
contributed a track to Austrian label Pusic Record’s ‘V.A 010’ – ‘Don’t Want It’ has 
received support from influential selectors Move D and Dan Shake. 

 

With a regular slot on Rinse France and a feature on Mele’s ‘Mele In The House’ EP 
for revered label Defected Records out this July, there’s no doubt Corti is making an 
imprint on the scene. This release was followed by another four-track belter on 
newly-minted imprint China White. Frustrated with the delays in releasing music 
through other labels, the producer decided to set up his own, aiming to build a 
home for his own music as well as future releases from friends and collaborators. 
‘China White 001’ features the upbeat filtered-disco jams that dominated his first 
release, while exploring darker and deeper territories on the B side that hint towards 
a new direction for this promising young producer. 

 

 

For DJ bookings please contact: paul@theunityagency.co.uk 
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